Intracerebral recording of potentials accompanying simple limb movements: a SEEG study in epileptic patients.
Slow potentials appearing during simple repetitive acral limb movement were investigated. Twenty-six patients suffering from drug resistant partial epilepsies and explored with implanted intracerebral electrodes were examined using two protocols. In 18 patients, readiness potential (RP), in 13 patients contingent negative variation (CNV), and in 7 patients both protocols, were tested. The recordings from leads with evident pathological EEG activity were excluded from evaluation. The results concerning the slow potentials preceding the movements in RP and CNV protocols have already been published. The movement-accompanying slow potentials (MASP) were polyphasic or monophasic, started before or during the movement. In the primary motor cortex they followed the pre-movement potentials depending on the protocol: in the RP paradigm they were present only contralateral to the movement, but were bilateral in the CNV protocol. In other areas they either followed the potentials preceding the movement, in some cases with opposite polarity, or they occurred alone. MASP was recorded in motor and supplementary motor, premotor and prefrontal, midtemporal, somatosensory, superior parietal and cingular cortices. The cingular cortex was heavily involved in the self-paced movements but rarely in the cued movements. The major involvement of the cingular gyrus contrasted with the absence of slow potentials in temporal limbic structures. MASP is evidently a heterogenic phenomenon. Its genesis could be involved in a spread of information through the relevant structures.